The Gift Of Preparedness - All Gifts Under $25

Categories : Tools & Gear

Ok, so some of you are doing your last minute Christmas shopping online... Well, I'm here to help! I've spent some time on Amazon and come up with a list of gifts that all cost less than $25. The great thing is - all these gifts are pretty cool in their own right, BUT in giving any of them to friends and family, you are also giving the gift of preparedness, as every item listed here could help in an emergency/survival situation.

It's a great idea to give these kinds of gifts to non-prepared friends and family, as it's a great way to introduce them to the concept of preparedness.

Give the gift of preparedness! Check out the gift ideas below

Light My Fire Swedish FireSteel 2.0 Army 12,000 Strike Fire Starter with Emergency Whistle
Columbia River Knife And Tool's Eat N Tool 9100Kc Black Oxide Multi Tool

SOG Specialty Knives & Tools F01T Tactical Tomahawk, Black

Potable Aqua Water Treatment Tablets
SOG Specialty Knives & Tools FF-91 2.0 Micron Knife, Tanto Black

Smith's PP1 Pocket Pal Multifunction Sharpener

Tool Logic CC1SB Credit Card Companion with 2-Inch Serrated Knife, Translucent Black
Energizer Weatherready 3-LED Carabineer Rechargeable Crank Light, Red

Rothco 550lb. Type III Nylon Paracord

SAS Survival Handbook, Revised Edition: For Any Climate, in Any Situation
Chainmate CM-24SSP 24-Inch Survival Pocket Chain Saw With Pouch

ResQMe Car Escape Tool, Made in USA (Yellow) - Pack of 2